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The May meeting of the Edmonton Centre will be held on Wednesday, May 8th at
8:15 pm in the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium. The change of date was made to
enable Dr. K. 0. Wright, director of the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory
in Victoria to speak. Dr. Wright, whom many of you met last year at the General
Assembly, will speak on "Chemistry in the Stars."

STAR NIGHT, 1963 is just over 100 days away. Much remains to be done before
this presentation will be ready. And with several other major events
scheduled in the intervening period, all hands will be required in order to
make this year's program the biggest yet.

Due to an encouraging response to our requests for exhibit material, it may
ua necessary to consider another location for STAR NIGHT. Ideas will be
•licited at the meeting WEDNESDAY NIGHT.

In the meantime, STAR NIGHT Chirman Franklin Loehde and Ian McLennan are
meeting with Mr. Plewes, manager of the Jubilee Auditorium, with regard to
the feasibility of staging it there. They will report on their findings
during the business session of the forthcoming meeting.

THE EDMONTON OBSERVATORY: The main reason we are staging a BIG STAR NIGHT
This year is to raise enough money to pay an architect to design the proposed
new observatory building.

The first step has already been t?kenj the City of Edmonton Architects
Department has drawn a concept design of the observatory, which will be
displayed during the May meeting. Our grateful thanks to Mr. Paul Garrett,
and to Mr. Walter Telfer, M.R.A.I.C., Assistant City Architect, for their
generous assistance to this point.

EARL MILTON: An old friend of the Edmonton Centre, Earl Milton, will be
back in Edmonton within several days, on a two or three week visit, before
returning to Ottawa, where he holds a position with the National Research
Council. Members of the Centre who know Earl will welcome the opportunity
of seeing him again.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY: A reminder that displays relating to our activities as a
Centre are required for exhibition during the forthcoming General Assembly
of the R.A.S.C. to be held in Toronto May 13 - 21. Please contact Franklin
ehde if you have suitable material.

OBSERVERS' GROUP: An informal gathering was held by the observers recently
at the home of Brian MacDonald, in honor of Rickey Salmon whose date of
departure from Edmonton has now been set at three weeks from the present.
Movies and astronomical slides were shown. On a later occasion, the young
observers had a chance to see the magnificent color film, "Friendship 7 -
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Each year, the Edmonton and Calgary Centres of the R.A.S.C.
feature an exchange of speakers for the April meeting, as a
means of encouraging closer ties between our two groups.

On Wednesday, April 10th, Dr. H.W. Taylor of the Edmonton
Centre went down to Calgary to represent the 'northern'
astronomers. He delivered a talk which he had already
presented to the Edmonton group, entitled, "Nuclear Re
actions in Stellar Interiors." It was Dr. Taylor's first
visit to the Calgary group... and he was warmly received.

On the next evening, Dr. CD. Anger from Calgary came up
to Edmonton to present the other half of the speaker ex
change program. The topic of his talk was "The July 20th
Total Solar Eclipse."

In introducing Dr. Anger to his audience, President
Trainor reviewed some of the highlights of the
speaker's career. He came to Canada from the
University of California for the purpose of study-
ng auroral displays. He had taken part in an expedition to Macquarie Island,
one-thousand miles south of Wellington, New Zealand. Its purpose was to invest
igate the possibility that at the time of displays in Canada, there were corres
ponding displays in the southern hemisphere. With a background of under-graduate
and graduate work in aurorae, Dr. Anger is presently on the staff of the Univer
sity of Alberta in Calgary.

The speaker said observations during the forthcoming eclipse will include such
studies as the difference between ground level, and air, degree of light - to
be observed from aircraft; the Einstein shift; day-glow, and aurorae; and
coronal observations. His own plans include studies of solar X-rays and neutrons
by instrument-carrying balloons; ionospheric effects; auroral observations;
ground-level cosmic ray monitoring; aircraft cosmic ray detection; and use of
a Questar telescope.

Ian McLennan, right, attended
the last Calgary Centre meeting
with Dr. Taylor, and took the
opportunity to discuss a proposed
planetarium for Calgary with
R.A.S.C. members there.

Sam Litchinsky and Prof. Walter
Stilwell are working on the
planetarium project. Mr. Stilwell
sparked widespread interest in a
planetarium, when he won first
prize in a Calgary Herald contest
on what Calgary should build for
the 1967 Centennial.

Litchinsky Stilwell McLennan

Drs. Anger & Taylor
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These two photographs,
taken in Dr. Folinsbee's
office, show the 17 pound
meteorite fragment, and
the various sections that
have been broken from it.

As these pictures show,
there is a remarkable sim
ilarity between the latest
meteorite to fall in this
province, and the famous
Bruderheim meteorite -
which came down a little
more than three years be
fore. Considerably more
rusting had affected the
Brownvale bolide, as the
field, in which it was lo
cated was wet at the time
of the meteorite's recov

ery.

Part of the find will be
kept in the Geology Depart
ment, adding to a fine
permanent meteorite colleC'
tion.

A little over two years ago, Edmonton Centre members
attending the R.A.S.C. General Assembly in Toronto
were asking to get the 1962 national meeting in
Edmonton. To back up our request, we had posters
made - one of which read: "METEORITES LIKE ALBERTA
BETTER! COME AND SEE WHY!"

We've had more than our share. Abee, Edmonton, and
Bruderheim are three finds which, among others,
have attracted a great deal of interest. On Sunday,
March 31st, yet another meteorite found its way to
Alberta soil, falling near the tiny village of
Brownvale in the Peace River district.

Within days after sightings of the meteor's plunge
had been made by residents living in the area, Drs.
R.E. Folinsbee and L.A. Bayrock of the University
Geology Department began making plans for the re
covery of fragments which may have landed. Data
gathered from these residents placed the fall area
about 20 miles west of the town of Peace River.

Both Drs. Bayrock and Folinsbee had been up in the
area looking for fragments. A few days ago, after
miles of tedious walking and searching, a 17- pound
fragment was found.

It has already been split up, and sections of it
are being sent to various locations in the world,
where scientific investigations can be made of its
structure. Dr. Folinsbee believes there are still
more pieces of the 'Brownvale Bolide' in the area.

NEW OBSERVATORY FOR ALBERTA?

At our April meeting, the copy of a letter from
the United Indian Federation of America, to the

Department of Lands and Forests, was read. The
letter indicated the Federation was interested

in building an observatory in the Obed Hills

region - west of Edmonton on Highway 16.
Some support has already been received for the

proposal.
Left, Jim Harrington, a

Leduc member, and Thorsby

member Walter Nacuk

listen to a representative

of the U.I.F.A. - Mr.

John B. Rogers, explain

the proposal.
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y * THE MOON Part Two - by Bill Cable

ft there was a lunar atmosphere, and there is reason to believe there was, it
as by now, dissipated into space, since the moon's gravitational force is not
strong enough to retain an atmosphere. In astronomical time, all that has
haopened up to now took place in a brief but violent period of a few million
years. Our nearest neighbor by now appears to be a dead and quiet world. Tne
only violence is the occasional collision with an asteriod or meteor. These
encounters number in the thousands and account for the small pockmarks dotting
the lunar surface. The visible surface, of which we see about 57% due to
libration, contains some 300,000 craters visible in small or medium telescopes,
with more, of course, visible in larger instruments. If one feature was punched
into the surface every 15,000 years, there has been more than ample time to form
these at a uniform rate.

The lunar face remains to us virtually unchanged. Erosion by wind and weather
is unknown, though the extreme temperature variation must have its effect.
Temperatures ranging from a high of possibly +350° to a low of -300° must crack
and chip the mountains and crater walls into fine dust. Visible changes do not
happen on a time scale, offering an interesting challenge to amateurs wno out
number the professionals. A chain of observers circling the globe would be able
to keep a constant watch on the moon. With the variety of instruments in use
and at a moderate power, a sudden brightening on the daylight portion,or a flash
on the unliohted area could be reported. The word of a single observer holds
little weight unless he is able to obtain spectra or photographs instantly by
using light-sensitive triggering equipment. S?h*" two or more observers in diff
erent locations record some event at the same time, it may be worthwhile for one
of the major telescopes to photograph and compare the area with earlier photos.
„vents happening on the moon are not impossible. In the 19th century, Johann
Friedrich Schmidt, while working on the lunar map that was his life's work,
suddenly won world fame by announcing that the crater Linne had disappeared.
Telescopes of the world trained on the region confirmed his findings. Where tne
crater had been, was only a level bright white spot which cast no shadow.
A Russian astronomer, N. A. Kozyrev, on the night of November 2/3, 1958 used the
Crimean 50 inch reflector to do spectroscopic work on the crater^Alphonsus^.
While guiding the instrument he noticed the central peak was indistinct. Work
ing to a schedule, he next turned to photograph Mars. With this finished, he
returned to Alohonsus for another photo and this time, noticed that the central
peak was clear' and sharp. Next morning upon developing the film, it became un
questionably clear that the central peak of Alohonsus had been the centre of
events the night before, as the spectra of the first photo showed an emmission
soectrum not apoearing on the second. The conclusion drawn was that a cloud of
gas escaoed from the oeak. A point to consider is that the odds against a major
telescope being trained on such a region at that precise moment are staggering!
For amateurs, using wide varieties of instruments, the odds of two or more
seeing such an event become quite favorable.
We, as amateurs, perhaps too readily cast the moon aside, and are willing to
content ourselves'with timing occultations. Lunar activity during an eclipse
becomes great, then fades into oblivion, giving way to objects that strain tne
limits of our instruments. The odds of the average amateur seeing a new devel
opment become once more, extreme. The moon offers a vast field for the amateur.
Easily drawn, the detail can be photographed at will, using all instruments and
;Owers. Remember, while we shun the moon, great minds and large amounts of money
are at work to place men on its surface.

STARDUST... is a monthly publication Editor, Mrs. A. McLennan,
of the Edmonton Centre,

Rnval Astronomical Societv of Canada.






